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Buying Mobility Software Are You Horizontal Or Vertical?
Procuring Mobility Software has
been an ever-present issue for
mobility teams managing business
travellers – and now remote teams
- for many years. With scarce
budgets, many teams rely heavily on
manual processes and spreadsheets
to manage the multiple processes
that impinge on the efficient daily
management of mobile employees
– especially business travellers and
remote workers.
Where this gets complicated is when
there are multiple stakeholders involved in
the management of mobile employees. In a
post-covid world we are seeing much larger
stakeholder teams become involved in the
procurement of technology to support these
employees and the processes they require.
While Global Mobility will often lead in
a multi-stakeholder task force there are
many different requirements from different
stakeholders – and desires to connect to
their individual downstream providers.
Different stakeholders have been used to
varying levels of system support – with some
more sophisticated than others.
A typical taskforce or project team
could have some or all of the following
stakeholders – all working together to
resolve a business problem – caused by one
mobile employee or remote worker.
To support their clients and to move
them away from spreadsheets, many
downstream providers have invested in their
technologies and developed sophisticated
portals to enhance the user experience.
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HR users are
not always to
the forefront
of IT resource
allocation and in
many companies
nowadays the
connection
and sharing of
employee data is
a well-protected
and infrequently
approved function

This investment in supplier technology was
usually carried out in a ‘Vertical’ manner –
those providers were addressing the needs
of their particular vertical and supporting
the needs of their customer within the
company – not necessarily the needs of the
related stakeholders.
Often the sales process involved a discussion
on ‘integration’ – mainly with HR IS systems.
In many cases these projects didn’t complete
this element of the procurement, as teams
competed with other internal stakeholders
for scarce IT resource to carry out the full
integration, or the planning phase didn’t take
into account the costs, scale or capabilities of
either party to complete the integration.
HR users are not always to the forefront of
IT resource allocation, and in many companies
nowadays the connection and sharing of
employee data is a well-protected and
infrequently approved function. As a result,
many vertical suppliers resort to CSV upload
or self-service by the employee. This leads
to user frustration and often incomplete and
dysfunctional service provision as employees
have to log onto multiple systems – often
entering similar data several times.
In the era of InfoSec, this method of
having loose files zooming around the
internet with sensitive data is a significant
problem for a Chief Data Officer or
Information Security Officer.
The model looked a little like this…
each ‘Vertical’ satisfying the needs of their
individual stakeholder – albeit in a quasimanual fashion.
Other stakeholders outside of the
mobility teams have been drawn into
the management of business travellers as
compliance obligations grew – but there was
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no single aligned view of all of the different
vertical stakeholder technologies. Each
vertical had different levels of sophistication
– usually related to the financial strength of
those deparments.
The last two years of Covid impact
has, however, shifted the needle, and has
accelerated the need to move from manual or
vertical systems to a single unifying technology
that can satisfy the multiple stake holders
now involved in the process. This digital
convergence is the ultimate goal of many CIOs.
Cross-company suppliers of HR IS systems
have not developed significantly to deliver this
overarching technology so a gap has opened
for additional technological layers.
It is this multi-stakeholder element that has
changed the focus most. Covid impacts have
brought new C Level focus on where mobile
employees are – and what risks they and the
company face while being mobile for the
company. Covid has also forced travel managers
and mobility managers to work more closely
together to ensure there is no duplication of
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effort and systems are optimised – but there
are many stake holders – Tax, Immigration,
Payroll, Safety and Cyber are increasingly
involved in monitoring mobile employees –
each working together on a single mission to
manage the different functional/corporate
responsibilities/compliance triggered by one
business travel or remote work event.
Each of these ‘Vertical Providers (Verticals)’
usually have a distinct service offering, and in
many cases they only do Tax or Immigration
or Payroll – and seldom multiple services
from a single business unit.
Where this becomes an issue is that
many of these systems have been
developed within the vendors with only
that one Vertical in mind. End users want
to log onto one system where they can see
the multiple vendors data in one place –
either on Portal or App.
Single Sign On processes have become
easier to implement in recent years, but this is
usually not sufficient to deliver the rich profile
data needed to support services such as
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robotic form completion and automatic filing
with regulatory authorities. The end result is
a mish mash of manual and fillable pdf forms
that lead to a poor employee experience,
inefficiencies and resultant errors.

Horizontal Meets The Vertical

There is a burgeoning move towards
‘Horizontal’ technologies who act as a
buffer between the HR IS systems and the
multiple vertical stakeholders that need to
work with the employee data. In this way the
Corporate connects the HR IS systems once
to the Horizontal service provider who in turn
connects to each of the Vertical suppliers – such
as Tax, Immigration or Duty of Care providers.
In the ‘Horizontal’ model the Corporate
has usually only one HRIS system
connection to create and manage and one
framework contractor that deals with the
onward transmission of the data and case
management to the specific vertical suppliers.
In this way the Immigration and Tax vendors
receive a higher level of data to support their
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individual service provision but don’t have to
have a separate HR IS connection and all of
the associated management issues.

Multiple Personas Of
A Mobile Employee

With the rise of remote work as a
phenomenon we can now see how a single
employee can have multiple personas in any
given year. I might have some regular business
travel, be selected for a special project in
another country lasting a couple of months
and I could then add in 30 days in a remote
work location according to company policy –
I might even be a Frontier Worker or regular
cross-border commuter.
These personas crash together at different
times in the year and the impacts of one
can possibly have a significant impact on
compliance obligations later in the year. To
effectively manage mobile employees in this
new way of working we need to view their
travel holistically.
Managing the impacts of just such an
employee will show up the weaknesses
of vertical management of the issues and
require the multi stakeholder approach
mentioned above.
Individual project teams that are working
on the ‘remote work’ problem soon realise
they need to manage the overall impacts
of all travel/remote work so they can be
better equipped to manage the downstream
compliance demands. A simple example
is a UK employee with regular business
travel to the EEA, and availing of 30 days in
a remote work location in Spain during the
summer, could easily have issues with work
permits or entry to the Schengen area later
in the year. Throw in the potential Permanent
Establishment and Duty of Care issues and
you will see how a multi stakeholder and
single technology approach will be beneficial.
So, here I have to declare an interest in
writing this article – my company provides
just such a technology that allows for
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multiple API connections so that the varied
services needed to support a business
traveller or remote worker – such as A1,
Visa, Work Permit, Cyber Briefing or Duty
of Care location can be accomplished in
one user experience.

All of the ‘Vertical’
vendors managing
their piece of the
service provision
receive the
transactions from
the single unifying
technology

as part of a single interface for the user/
traveller/assignee
• A one world view for that traveller and
their HR partners to see individual cases
sent to multiple providers
• Alerts are sent when thresholds for
compliance are met
• All documentation is kept in one secure
location and travellers can easily access
their A1, Posted Worker or Work Permit
documents in one place – not logging on
to individual service provider systems to
locate documents.
The procurement of business travel,
assignment management and remote worker
technology is already a multi-stakeholder
project – it follows that as part of that
procurement those forward-looking teams
will expect to see a one world view of
the multiple ‘Vertical’ providers in a single
‘Horizontal’ platform.
As well as the Tracker Software
platform, Big 4 Providers and companies
like Equus, Vialto, Benivo and Topia are well
positioned to become these horizontal
players - there is a decision point now for
Verticals in the Tax, Immigration, Payroll,
Duty of Care players to work with the
emerging service model and grow their
ability to serve their corporate clients in
this new ‘Horizontal’ world.
So would you buy Horizontal or Vertical?

LIAM BRENNAN
All of the ‘Vertical’ vendors managing
their piece of the service provision receive
the transactions from the single unifying
technology. The transactions remain the
same – it’s just the means of receiving the
transaction that may change – instead of
coming from a user on the front door portal
of the ‘Vertical’ the transaction comes via API
from the ‘Horizontal’ provider.
The benefits to the corporate are immense • One unifying technology delivering the
(same) data to multiple service providers
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